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The beam foil method has the useful property that the atoms (ions) are excited at a precisely known position. This fact has been exploited to measure atomic (ionic) lifetimes by observing the exponential decay of excited states.
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The method suffers from a serious drawback in that the measurements are sensitive to cascading from highly excited states which feed the state under observation.
In the experiment reported here we have used another useful property of the . '
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. ' H is the magnetic field intensity and t is the time following excitation at which the observation is made. This relation holds for an (1) infinitesimal detector slit.width. When a finite segment of the beam is viewed, the signal observed is R,
min/v (2) where R, -R, • is the segment of beam intercepted by the solid angle of the . max m1n
detector, v is the beam velocity and t = R./v is the time following excitation.
In our experiment R,
-R, • = 7 mm but by changing the foil-detector separation max m1n
and summing up contributions from many overlapping 7 mm segments the integration -4-LB~l608 path was effectively increased to 7 em corresponding to 59· nsec of observation time or about one lifetime.
The result is shown in Fig. 2 along with a least-squares fit of the data to Eq. 2. The lifetime is sununarized in Table I along In the latter case the effects of cascading vanish in first order. . 
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